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The goal of today’s practicum is to introduce you to some parts of Python you’ll need to
work with our finite-state automaton implementation, and to do Homework 2.

Note that Python has fantastic online documentation. You can find this documentation
for the version of Python we’re using in this class at

https://docs.python.org/3/

1. Regular expressions in Python. The re module is for Python regular expressions.
The re.match() function requires a partial match beginning at the start of the string;
the re.search() function is for partial matching anywhere in the string. The ba-
sic syntax is re.match(pattern,string ). This returns None if there is no match,
otherwise it returns a Match object. Try:

import re

re.match("a.*t","art")

re.match("a.*t","faulty")

re.search("a.*t","faulty")

re.search("^a.*t","faulty")

The NLTK book, sections 3.4 and 3.7, has more examples of simple use of regexes in
Python for computational linguistics.

2. Escaping characters in Python regular expressions. You’ll need to pay spe-
cial attention to which characters do and don’t need to be escaped in Python, and
how many backslashes characters \ you need to properly escape. Read https://

docs.python.org/3.4/howto/regex.html#regex-howto for a gentle introduction to
Python regexes.

3. Writing separate programs and executing them. You’ve had a taste of working
within the Python interactive environment already. But in general you’ll want to write
your Python code in separate text files, so that you can easily save and reuse it. Within
IDLE you can create a New File and then write your code in the resulting window,
and save it as a .py file on your desktop or elsewhere. In Windows, you can press
F5 to run the code in your main Python interactive environment window. If you’re
familiar with the command line interface, you can also run a file directly with the
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python command—e.g., if the file is called file.py then invoking python file.py

will run it.

4. Commenting your code. The # character introduces comments: everything after a
# character on the same line is ignored by Python.

5. Simple control flow. if/else, for, and while statements are central to many
programming languages:

# test whether "salvation" ends in "tion"

if re.match(".*tion$","salvation") != None:

print("Matched!")

else:

print("No match!")

Note for below: the str() function converts non-string data to string data, which
is important for having consistent printing behavior.

# find the first word that’s at least five characters long in Moby Dick

from nltk.book import *

i = 0

while len(text1[i]) < 5:

i = i + 1

print(text1[i],"is word number",str(i+1),"in Moby Dick, and it is

the first word at least 5 characters in length")

The range() function is useful for the for construct:

print(range(10))

print(range(3,10))

# print the lengths of the first ten words in Moby Dick

for i in range(10):

print(str(len(text1[i])))

The NLTK book section 1.4 has more information on simple control flow.

6. Defining functions. The most central aspect of code reuse is defining functions.
The key part of every function is a return statement that says what the function gives
you back when you call it. For example, let’s say that you want to count the number
of words ending in -tion in a given text. We might want to generalize the if example
above into a function:

def ends_in_tion(s):

if re.match(".*tion$",s) != None:

return True

else:

return False
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We can now build a second function that collects all the -tion words in a list (the
append() function adds something to the end of a list):

def find_tion_words(l):

result = []

for word in l:

if ends_in_tion(word):

result.append(word)

return result

The NLTK book section 2.3 has more information on code reuse with functions.

7. Dictionaries. In computational linguistics (as well as other types of programming),
being able to store relational information (e.g., the count of each word in a text) is
super-useful. The dictionary data type is what you want for this in Python. You ini-
tialize a dictionary with {}, set key-value pairs in a dictionary with dict [key ]=value ,
query whether a dictionary contains a given key with key in dict , and retrieve the
value associated with a given key with dict [key ]. Example: counting the number of
occurrences of each word in a text:

counts = {}

for word in text1:

if not word in counts:

counts[word] = 1

else:

counts[word] = counts[word] + 1

print(counts["Moby"])

print(counts["the"])

Dictionaries have a useful method called keys() that gives you the list of keys that
are in the dictionary. For example, running the following code after the preceding code
would print every word type in Moby Dick that begins with “a”:

for word in counts.keys():

if re.match("^a.*",word):

print(word)

The NLTK book section 2.4 also introduces Python dictionaries.

8. Pairs. Sometimes we need very slightly richer data types than just strings and integers,
without going all the way to lists and dictionaries. For example, the transition relation
for DFSAs takes a state and a symbol and gives us a new state. We can store the
transition relation in Python as a dictionary whose keys are (int,string) pairs and
whose values are strings. For example:
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transitions = {}

transitions[ (0,"a") ] = 1

transitions[ (0,"b") ] = 0

print(transitions[(0,"a")])

print(transitions)

Python pairs are a special case of Python tuples. The NLTK book section 4.2 has
more information and examples for Python tuples.

9. Indexing into lists and strings. Sometimes you want to take a single element out
of a list, or a single character out of a string. This works in the same way for both
data types:

x = ["c","d","y","z"]

print(x(2))

word = text1[4]

print(word)

print(word[3])

The NLTK book section 1.2 has more examples of indexing, and of the closely related
operation of taking slices of lists and strings.

10. Python classes and objects. A special kind of code reuse is the Python class,
an instance of object-oriented programming. Classes are custom-defined data
structures that come with their own functions (technically called methods). An in-
stance of a class is called an object. Here is a Python class for deterministic finite-
state automata (you can download the code from http://idiom.ucsd.edu/~rlevy/

teaching/2015winter/lign165/code/DFSA.py):

class DFSA:

def __init__(self):

self.states = 0

self.transitions = {}

self.final = []

self.symbols = {}

def numStates(self):

return(self.states + 1)

def finalStates(self):

return(self.final.copy())

def addState(self):

self.states = self.states + 1
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def makeFinal(self,i):

assert i <= self.states

if not i in self.final:

self.final.append(i)

def addTransition(self,fromState,toState,symbol):

assert fromState <= self.states

assert toState <= self.states

self.symbols[symbol] = True

self.transitions[ (fromState,symbol) ] = toState

def printAutomaton(self):

for i in range(self.states+1):

for symbol in self.symbols.keys():

if (i,symbol) in self.transitions.keys():

j = self.transitions[ (i,symbol) ]

print("\t".join([str(i),symbol,str(j)]))

The self argument to the methods in the DFSA class says that the behavior of the
method should be relativized to the instance of the class—that is, different DFSAs
have different numbers of states, sets of final states, symbol sets, and transitions, and
each DFSA’s behavior should depend on these parts. The self. qualifier that you see
in the code says to refer to the data contained in the DFSA instance. Here is some
code that shows how to construct a DFSA instance with appropriate states, final state
set, and transitions.

x = DFSA()

x.addState()

x.addState()

x.makeFinal(2)

x.addTransition(0,1,"a")

x.addTransition(1,2,"b")

x.addTransition(2,2,"c")

x.printAutomaton()

This code corresponds to the following DFSA:

q0start q1 q2
a b

b

At http://idiom.ucsd.edu/~rlevy/teaching/2015winter/lign165/code/NFSA.py

you can get code for a non-deterministic FSA class (albeit one that doesn’t handle ε-
transitions). This code additionally includes an accepts() method that determines
whether the NFSA accepts a given string. Consider the following NFSA:
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q0start q1

b

a

a

Here’s an example of use of the NFSA code to encode this automaton and test acceptance
and rejection of strings:

>>> x = NFSA()

>>> x.addState()

>>> x.makeFinal(1)

>>> x.addTransition(0,1,"b")

>>> x.addTransition(1,0,"a")

>>> x.addTransition(1,1,"a")

>>> x.accepts("b")

True

>>> x.accepts("bab")

True

>>> x.accepts("ba")

True

>>> x.accepts("a")

False

>>> x.accepts("babb")

False

>>> x.accepts("babaaa")

True

Try it yourself! This is what an accepts() method should do.
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